2005 ford e350 van

A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Although the option of a powerful diesel helps in
the engine department, the E-Series is still a relic compared to the recently revamped full-size
vans from GM. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also
provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car
you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find
cheap used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Ford Econoline Cargo Van. Is it better to lease or buy a
car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale
Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Offers very few convenience features,
aged design, gas-powered V8 engines can't match strength of GM's offerings. Other years. List
Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the Econoline Cargo for sale near
you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near
Edmunds' Expert Review. Changes this year are limited to minor transmission and interior trim
revisions. All engines now feature electronic throttle control. Read more. Write a review See all
2 reviews. The E V is very well built, takes on big task, trailers my lb 12' work trailer with no
problem at almost ft lbs of torque and over hp it's the next best power plant next to power
stroke 6. It came with the tow package and 4 speed eod tranny. The soft bin storage system is
built fairly well for costs. Sliding door operates very well and the vented side glass windows are
nice but I never need to open them. Fuel economy is at 9. Empty mileage at Front ball joints
replaced at 50k, rear brakes replaced at 45k, uses oil but no smoke? Highly Probable will sell in
! Read less. This is my 3rd new E Ii think Ford is far supeior than all the others! Write a review.
People who viewed this also viewed See Inventory 4 average Rating out of 7 reviews.
Sponsored cars related to the Econoline Cargo. Sign Up. So how do you find out what problems
are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you
are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the
word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. The contact owns
a Ford E The contact stated that the vehicle would intermittently stall while driving at low
speeds. The vehicle was also experiencing a loss of power and the engine would not function
normally. The vehicle was taken to an authorized dealer where the contact was told that the fuel
system was experiencing delamination. The vehicle was repaired. The failure mileage was , and
the current mileage was unknown. In January , engine began running rough. Took to Ford
dealer, and they tested fuel system. Diagnosed rust in fuel due to fuel tank rusting and replaced
fuel tank and filters. December , the engine began running rough again. Took vehicle to non

Ford repair, and was diagnosed that fuel tank was delaminating and had clogged filters, and
injectors. Will need to replace fuel tank, fuel filters, and injectors. The contact owns a Ford E
diesel engine. While driving at unknown speeds, the check engine light illuminated on the
warning panel and the vehicle stalled. The contact stated that the failure would occur
intermittently and the vehicle had been taken to the dealer several times. The dealer made
repairs to the fuel tank, fuel pump, high pressure fuel sensor pump and the oil pressure pump.
In addition, the fuel injector was replaced five times in an attempt to correct the stalling failure.
On a separate date, the vacuum pump was replaced as well. The manufacturer stated that the
failure was due to the quality of gasoline the contact had chosen to put into the vehicle. The
failure mileage was 21, and the current mileage was , Search CarComplaints. Ford Focus
ignition Ford Explorer transmission engine complaint electrical issue heater complaint
transmission complaint paint defect E recall. Silver flakes in fuel filters caused by known
delamination of fuel tank causing failure of fuel pump and transmission trouble. Ford had
known of problem for over 4 years and has not made it know to owners of these vehicles.
Request recall! Vehicle was regularly maintained be an owner who has had experience with and
owned diesel vans for over 20 years. The failure occurs while driving on the highway, when
average speeds are around 60 mph after driving for about fifteen minutes. While driving, the
engine begins to steadily lose power and speed consistently decreases. This will lead the driver
to hastily change lanes to attempt to get to the shoulder before the van stops in the middle of
the road. Once on the side of the road, the engine will cut off once the vehicle has come to a
stop and will not start up again for minutes. Other times the vehicle will not start up again and
will need to be towed. Once the failure started for the first time, it would repeat this failure once
every other week, then one week, then a few times a week, then almost everyday. The
consequences, for example, was when the engine failed and lost power I had to hastily try to get
to the number 3 lane from the number 1 lane during morning rush hour, which endangers
everyone on the road. After getting to the side, I attempted to turn into an exit when the wheels
locked and engine cut off. The front half of the van was directly in the way of oncoming traffic,
almost hitting a car and causing a massive backup because the van cannot move. The
consequences of this failure is thousands of dollars in falsely attempts at fixing the problem
from the Ford dealership. The van was in the shop for approx. We are currently taking legal
actions to pay for costs of unnecessary repairs, rental fees, and the days unable to work. Carter
county emergency ambulance service has a total of 10 Ford E Ford ambulances. Three of the
that we purchased last July been nothing but problems. High pressure pump and injectors,
three ambulances and a total of days of down time on this problem. Not what you are looking
for? Search for something else:. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We get it. Ads
can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at
Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd
be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that.
And thanks for reading Autoblog. Engine 5. Smart Buy Program is powered by. See the value of
your car and get a cash offer in minutes. Cash Out or Trade-In. Research Another Vehicle. We
notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to
disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop
down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ
depending on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were
viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes
a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled
to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in
your browser. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We get it. Ads can be annoying.
But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and
keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to
allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for
reading Autoblog. Pricing Specs Equipment. Maximum cargo capacity Standard seating 1
Exterior Length Gross weight 9, lbs. Fuel Fuel tank capacity Torque rpm 2, Payload 4, lbs.
Maximum towing capacity 7, lbs. Drive type rear-wheel Turning radius Research Another
Vehicle. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us!
Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your
browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact
text will differ depending on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page
you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It
only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have
JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to
enable JavaScript in your browser. By choosing this color:. Cancel Change Color. By choosing

this option:. Cancel Confirm. Updating Configuration Please, write your question below and get
answer on your registered email address. Certain vehicles from the United States are not
admissible into Canada. The Registrar of Imported Vehicles RIV was created by Transport
Canada to establish and maintain a system of registration, inspection and certification to
Canadian standards of vehicles originally manufactured for distribution in the U. Please visit the
RIV website at Registrar of Imported Vehicles - Before you import to learn more details and
determine the admissibility of this item. Every year, more and more equipment buyers are
saying goodbye to the banks and hello to PurchaseFlex Financing from Ritchie Bros. Financial
Services. We offer fast approvals, and give you the freedom and flexibility to buy what you
need, when you need it. My account More Menu. Sign in Create free account. Search Search.
Heavy Duty. Medium Duty. Light Duty. Heavy Duty Heavy Duty. Boom Trucks. Flatbed Trucks.
Hydro-Excavation Trucks. Refrigerated Trucks. Truck Tractors. Vacuum Tanker Trucks. View
more. Popular Makes. View items. Medium Duty Medium Duty. Beverage Trucks. Traffic Control
Trucks. Waste Collection Trucks. Light Duty Light Duty. View 90 items. Trailers Trailers. Car
Carrier Trailers. Live Bottom Trailers. Livestock Trailers. Pneumatic Bulk Trailers. Reel Trailers.
Lode King. Government Surplus Auction View calendar. Auction Results. Ritchie Bros. How it
works. Buying Buying. How to buy. IronClad Assurance. Selling Selling. How to sell. Resources
Resources. Buyer Resources. Seller Resources. Richie Bros. Asset Solutions. View all items in
this Featured Auction. Houston, Texas, United States, See Full Gallery 39 - photos. Item
Number. Houston, Texas, United States. Auction Date. Feb 25, time TBD. Starting Bid. Bid
Increment. Sold for. You will confirm this bid on the next page. How Bidding Works. Ford V8 6.
Calculate monthly payment. Inspection Report Important Information. Inspection Report. Model
Description. Limited Function Check. General Appearance. Only basic item condition details are
provided for your review and consideration in a purchase decision. Description Details.
Description Details 6. Description Details Engine The engine does not run. Drivetrain The
drivetrain could not be operationally checked. Brakes The brakes could not be operationally
checked. This item is offered as-is , where-is with no IronClad Assurance, and a buyer may not
dispute the condition of the item. IronPlanet claims no responsibility for the condition or
description of this item. This item does not include any protection offered by IronClad
Assurance. A buyer may NOT submit a dispute claim on this item. Operational test is limited to
low speed in a confined flat area without load. Differential interlocks, full transmission shifting
and functionality of all drive axles cannot be fully verified. Inspector listens for abnormal
noises, observes leaks and notes physical damage. Important Information. Payment Details.
Within 7 days after the auction, the buyer must submit full payment, including applicable taxes
and fees to avoid late fees. For this item, payment is due on or before March 4. This item is
subject to Texas sales tax unless you are a licensed vehicle dealer in the United States. A
transferable title will be sent to the buyer by express mail or similar service within 15 business
days of the auction. Buyer is responsible for vehicle registration. All bids cannot be retracted
and are binding until 2 business days after the auction ends. Failure to make full payment will
result in a Default Fee. For Buyers in the United States IronPlanet hereby notifies you that the
consigners of certain pieces of Equipment may have assigned to a qualified intermediary their
rights, but not their obligations, for purposes of effecting a deferred Like-Kind Exchange under
section of the Internal Revenue Code of , as amended, and applicable regulations. Buyer is
responsible for all costs related to transporting the item. Item must be picked up within 8
business days of the auction, or the buyer will incur storage charges. Buy what you want, where
you want with Ritchie Bros. Fill out the form below and an Equipment Financing Expert will
contact you within one business day. Dedicated team of equipment finance experts Unlike
bankers, the Ritchie Bros. Financial Services team members are both equipment and financing
experts. We make Canada-USA buying easy; with our cross-border financing you don't always
have to pay out-of-pocket or wait for a refund. Account Manager who will help you every step of
the way. Customer Care Agents are available Monday to Friday, 6 a. Recommendations For You
Search all. Previously Viewed. First Name. Last Name. Company Name. Indian Ocean
pontiac sunfire 2006
96 ford ranger fuel pump
2006 nissan frontier service manual
Terr. People's Rep. Georgia and the S. Sandwich Isl. Barthelemy St. Helena St. Martin St. Pierre
and Miquelon St. Minor Outlying Isl. Address Line1. Address Line2 Optional. ZIP Code. Save
address I'll do it later. Previous Next. Return To Inspection. This Shipping Estimator tool
calculates an estimate of the cost to ship an item within the United States. IronPlanet is
providing our customers this tool as a convenience and for informational purposes only. The
estimate does not constitute a transportation quote nor a binding agreement between you and

IronPlanet. IronPlanet is not responsible for any discrepancies between the estimate provided
by the tool and the actual total cost to ship an item. To get a formal transportation quote, we
recommend that our customers contact VeriTread. Send email Cancel. The engine does not run.
The drivetrain could not be operationally checked. The brakes could not be operationally
checked. Click here to open photos and videos of this item. Pacific Time.

